Abstract. Residual-type a posteriori error estimates in the maximum norm are given for singularly perturbed semilinear reaction-diffusion equations posed in polygonal domains. Linear finite elements are considered on anisotropic triangulations. The error constants are independent of the diameters and the aspect ratios of mesh elements and of the small perturbation parameter.
1. Introduction. We consider finite element approximations to singularly perturbed semilinear reaction-diffusion equations of the form Lu :"´ε 2 u`f px, y; uq " 0 for px, yq P Ω, u " 0 on BΩ, (1.1) posed in a, possibly non-Lipschitz, polygonal domain Ω Ă R 2 . Here 0 ă ε ď 1. We also assume that f is continuous on ΩˆR and satisfies f p¨; sq P L 8 pΩq for all s P R, and the one-sided Lipschitz condition f px, y; uq´f px, y; vq ě C f ru´vs whenever u ě v, with some constant C f ě 0. Then there is a unique solution u P W 2 pΩq Ď W 1 q Ă CpΩq for some ą 1 and q ą 2 [6, Lemma 1] . We additionally assume that C f`ε 2 ě 1 (as a division by C f`ε 2 immediately reduces (1.1) to this case). Residual-type a posteriori error estimates in the maximum norm for this equation and its version in R 3 were recently proved in [6] in the case of shape-regular triangulations. In the present paper, we restrict our consideration to Ω in R 2 and linear finite elements, but our focus now shifts to more challenging anisotropic meshes, i.e. we allow mesh elements to have extremely high aspect ratios. (Figure 1 .1 below illustrates permitted types of (semi-)anisotropic and isotropic mesh nodes.)
Even for the linear Laplace equation (which one gets from (1.1) if ε " 1, f u " 0), we are aware of no such error estimates in the maximum norm on reasonably general triangulations under no mesh aspect ratio condition (e.g., [7, 15, 5, 17] assume shape regularity of mesh elements). But still of more interest are anisotropic meshes in the context of singularly perturbed differential equations (such as (1.1) with ε ! 1). For such equations, the maximum norm is sufficiently strong to capture sharp boundary and interior layers in their solutions, while locally anisotropic meshes (fine and anisotropic in layer regions and standard outside) have been shown to yield reliable numerical approximations in an efficient way (see, e.g., [4, 8, 12, 18] and references therein). But such meshes are typically constructed a priori or by heuristic methods.
We discretize (1.1) using standard linear finite elements. Let S h Ă H 1 0 pΩq X CpΩq be a piecewise-linear finite element space relative to a triangulation T , and let the computed solution u h P S h satisfy ε 2 x∇u h , ∇v h y`xf I h , v h y " 0 @ v h P S h , f h p¨q :" f p¨; u h q.
(
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Here x¨,¨y is the L 2 pΩq inner product, and f I h is the standard piecewise-linear Lagrange interpolant of f h .
To roughly describe our results, assuming that anisotropic mesh elements are almost non-obtuse, our first estimator reduces to where C is independent of the diameters and the aspect ratios of elements in T , and of ε (combine (7.2), (7.5), (5.2) with Lemma 8.1). Here N is the set of nodes in T , J z is the standard jump in the normal derivative of u h across an element edge, ω z is the patch of elements surrounding any z P N , γ z is the set of edges in the interior of ω z , H z " diampω z q, h " lnp2`εh´1q, and h is the minimum height of triangles in T . Note that if ε " 1, then (1.3) gives a standard a posteriori error bound, similar to the results in [7, 15, 17] , only now we prove it for anisotropic meshes. Furthermore, (1.3) is almost identical with the a posteriori error estimate in [6] , where the singularly perturbed case ε P p0, 1s is handled; by contrast, now we assume no shape regularity of the mesh.
An inspection of standard proofs for shape-regular meshes reveals that one obstacle in extending them to anisotropic meshes lies in the application of a scaled traced theorem when estimating the jump residual terms (this causes the mesh aspect ratios to appear in the estimator). Remark 6.2 sheds some light on our approach to addressing this technical difficulty.
It should be noted that the interior-residual term }ε´2f I h } 8 ;ωz in (1.3) is isotropic (unlike the other terms). In order to give a sharper (and more anisotropic in nature) bound for the interior-residual component of the error, we identify sequences of short edges that connect anisotropic nodes (see Figure 7 .2, right). Under some additional assumptions on each such sequence (which we call a path), we prove that intε, H z u mintε, h z u}ε´2f
(combine (7.2), (7.16), (5.2) with Lemma 8.1). Here N paths is the set of mesh nodes that appear in any path, and h z » H´1 z |ω z |. As h z ! H z for anisotropic nodes, so (1.4) is clearly sharper than (1.3). (This is also evidenced by the numerical results in Section 6.4). Note that our estimators are also useful for a more challenging parabolic version of (1.1). Indeed, plugging them (as error estimators for elliptic reconstructions) into the parabolic estimators [11] yields a posteriori error estimates for the parabolic case.
A posteriori error estimates for a problem of type (1.1) on anisotropic meshes are also given in [3, 9, 13, 14] . In [9, 3] the error is also estimated in the maximum norm, but the considered meshes have a tensor-product structure, while [14, 13] deal with general anisotropic meshes, but the error is estimated in a weaker energy norm.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we make basic assumptions on T and describe permitted mesh node types; for the latter, §3, gives a version of the scaled trace theorem. In § §4-5, the Green's function of a linearized problem is bounded in various norms, and then used to represent the error. Next, a simplified version of our analysis for partially structured anisotropic meshes is presented in §6, while §7 gives a posteriori error estimators for more general anisotropic meshes. We conclude the paper by bounding the Green's function interpolation error in the final §8.
Notation. We write a » b when a À b and a Á b, and a À b when a ď Cb with a generic constant C depending on Ω and f , but C does not depend on either ε or the diameters and the aspect ratios of elements in T . Also, for D ĂΩ, 1 ď p ď 8, and k ě 0, let }¨} p ;D " }¨} LppDq and |¨| k,p ;D " |¨| W k p pDq , where |¨| W k p pDq is the standard Sobolev seminorm with integrability index p and smoothness index k.
2. Basic triangulation assumptions. We shall use z " px z , y z q, S and T to respectively denote particular mesh nodes, edges and elements, while N , S and T will respectively denote their sets. For each T P T , let H T be the maximum edge length and h T :" 2H´1 T |T | be the minimum height in T . For each z P N , let ω z be the patch of elements surrounding any z P N , S z the set of edges originating at z, and
Throughout the paper we make the following Triangulation Assumptions.
‚ Maximum Angle condition. Let the maximum interior angle in any triangle T P T be uniformly bounded by some positive α 0 ă π. ‚ Local Coordinate condition. For any z P N , let
(i.e. hereŜ z is the longest edge in S z (or any of such edges)). ‚ Also, let the number of triangles containing any node be uniformly bounded. Note that the above conditions are automatically satisfied by shape-regular meshes.
Additionally, let each z P N belong to one of the following Mesh Node Types (see also Figure 1 .1), defined using a fixed small constant c 0 (to distinguish between anisotropic and isotropic elements).
(1) Anisotropic Nodes, whose set is denoted by N ani , are such that
Note that the above implies that S z contains at most two edges of length À h z (2) Semi-Anisotropic Nodes, whose set is N s.ani , are such that z R N ani and
(2.4) (Compared to (2.2), the angle condition here implies that all edges S in S z of length |S| » H z lie inside a sector of angle » hz Hz centered at z.) Fig. 1.1 . Examples of anisotropic nodes z P N ani (left), semi-anisotropic nodes z P N s.ani (centre), an isotropic node z P N iso (right), and a node z P N ani X NB Ω (bottom left).
(3) Isotropic Nodes, whose set is denoted by N iso , are such that
whereT is not necessarily in T , but can be constructed as above using S as one of its edges. By this definition, at least one T in ω z is isotropic and satisfies h T » H T » H z , while some T in ω z may be anisotropic, and others, being isotropic, may have H T ! h z » H z (see Figure 1 .1, right). Note that if z is surrounded only by shape-regular elements, then it is isotropic.
(1*) One typically expects anisotropic elements near the boundary to be aligned along it. To distinguish the boundary nodes for which this is not the case, we introduce a special set of boundary nodes NB Ω as follows:
It will be assumed throughout the paper that
Remark 2.1. Node types (1)- (3) cover most practical situations, although they by no means exhaust all possible configurations of, possibly anisotropic, mesh elements.
3. Scaled trace bounds. In this section, we formulate a version of the scaled trace theorem using the scaled W In particular, in view of diampω z q " H z and diampT q » H T , v~ω z " H´1 z }v} 1 ;ωz`} ∇v} 1 ;ωz ,~v~T » H´1 T }v} 1 ;T`} ∇v} 1 ;T .
Note that as diampT q ď diampω z q for any T Ă ω z , sõ
while for any anisotropic node, in view of (2.3), one in fact has
Lemma 3.1. For any node z P N of type (2.3), (2.4), or (2.5), and any function v P W 1 1 pω z q, one has
where γ z andγ z are from (2.1). Furthermore, for any segmentS z Ă ω z that originates at z and satisfies |S z | » H z , one has
Proof. First recall that for any edge S of any triangle T P T
Here diampT q » H T so
Now consider each node type separately. If z is an anisotropic node (2.3), then one has h T » h z in (3.5) for any edge S of any T Ă ω z . This immediately implies (3.3) in view of |S| » h z for any S Pγ z and |S| » H z for any S P γ z zγ z .
Next, let z be a semi-anisotropic node (2.4). If S P γ z is an edge of T Ă ω z such that H T » H z and h T » h z , then }v} 1 ;S is estimated using the above argument for nodes of type (2.3). Otherwise, S Pγ z and S is an edge of some isotropic T 1 Ă ω z with h T 1 » H T 1 » |S| so, by (3.5), }v} 1 ;S À~v~T 1 . Combining these two observations, one gets the desired assertion (3.3).
Finally, let z be an isotropic node (2.5), and note that thenγ z " γ z as h z » H z . Again, if S P γ z is an edge of some isotropic (3.5) , }v} 1 ;S À~v~T 1 . Otherwise, S is an edge of some anisotropic T 2 and either
, then an application of (3.5) yields }v} 1 ;S À~v~T 2 . If |S| » H z , one can construct an isotropic triangleT Ă ω z (which is not in T ) using S as one of its edges; now another application of (3.5) yields }v} 1 ;S À~v~T À~v~ω z . Combining these three observations with (3.1) implies (3.3) for any isotropic node z.
To prove the remaining bound (3.4), note that for any segmentS z Ă ω z such that |S z | » H z , one can construct a triangleT Ă ω z (which is not in T ) usingS z as one of its edges, such that HT " |S z | » H z and hT » h z . Now an application of (3.5) yields hz Hz }v} 1 ;Sz À~v~T À~v~ω z so we have obtained the final desired bound (3.4).
4. Bounds for the Green's function. To represent the error pointwise, we employ the Green's function for a standard linearization of Lu h´L u. Most results in this section are quoted from [6] .
Remark 4.1. Only to simplify the presentation, we additionally assume that f is differentiable in u, and f u px, y; uq ďC f for all x, y, u. In fact, all our results can be obtained without these additional assumptions by an application of [6, Lemma 5] .
There exists a Green's function Gpx Here the coefficient p "
f u p¨, u`rv´ussq ds is obtained using the standard linearization f px, y; vq´f px, y; uq " ppx, yqrv´us, and, in view of Remark 4.1, satisfies C f ď p ďC f , while δ is the 2-dimensional Dirac δ-distribution.
We require the following bounds from [6] . Proof. The desired bounds are given in[6, Theorem 1] for p " C f . An inspection of the proof shows that it also applies to the case C f ď p ďC f .
5. Error representation via the Green's function. A calculation using (4.1) with v " u h and (1.2) implies that, @ v h P S h ,
where, with slight abuse of notation, G " Gpx
, y 1 ;¨q. Here xf h´f I h , Gy ": E quad is the quadrature error, for which (4.3) yields
Next, let φ z be the standard linear hat function corresponding to z P N , and v h :" G h`ř zPNḡ z φ z P S h , where G h P S h is some interpolant of G, whileḡ z is a certain average of G´G h near z (to be specified later), butḡ z " 0 for z P BΩ (so that v h P S h ). Now, using g :" G´G h , one gets G´v h " g´ř zPNḡ z φ z " ř zPN pg´ḡ z qφ z . Combining this with (5.1) gives a standard error representation
which holds for any G h P S h and any tḡ z u zPN such thatḡ z " 0 whenever z P BΩ. In (5.3), ∇u h is the standard jump in the gradient of u h across an interior edge. To be more precise, we adapt the notational convention that the unit normal ν to any edge in γ z takes the clockwise direction about z, while w , for any w, is the jump in w across any edge in γ z evaluated in the anticlockwise direction about z. So ∇u h ¨ν ": J z is the jump in the anticlockwise direction about z, of the derivative of u h in the clockwise normal direction ν. Clearly, | ∇u h | " |J z |, i.e. J z is a signed version of | ∇u h |. Occasionally, when computing ∇u h across the boundary edges, we will adapt the convention that u h " 0 in R 2 zΩ.
6. Error analysis on a partially structured anisotropic mesh. To illustrate our ideas, we first present a simplified version of our analysis on a simpler, partially structured anisotropic mesh in a rectangular domain Ω " p0, 1q
2 . Throughout this section, we assume that the triangulation satisfies the following conditions. A1. Let tx i u n i"0 be an arbitrary mesh in the x direction on the interval p0, 1q. Then, let each T P T , for some i, (i) have the shortest edge on the line x " x i ; (ii) have a vertex on the line x " x i`1 or x " x i´1 (see Figure 6 .1, left). A2. Let N " N ani , i.e. each z P N be an anisotropic node in the sense of (2.3). A3. Let the triangulation satisfy the Global Coordinate-System condition in the sense that | sin =pŜ z , i x q| À hz Hz , which, in view of (2.2), is equivalent to | sin =pS, i x q| À hz |S| for all S P S z , where i x is the unit vector in the x direction. The above conditions essentially imply that all mesh elements are anisotropic and aligned in the x-direction. Note that A3 also implies that if x z " x i , then
where pyź , yz q is the range of y within ω z , while x´1 :" x 0 and x n`1 :" x n .
A4. With some J À 1, let ωz Ă ω pJq z for all z P N , with the notation ω 3) is related to the orientation of anisotropic elements, and is crucial in our analysis. We letḡ z " 0 for z P BΩ, and, otherwise, for x z " x i with some 1 ď i ď n´1, we let
Here ϕ i pxq is the standard one-dimensional hat function associated with the mesh tx i u (i.e. it has support on px i´1 , x i`1 q, equals 1 at x " x i , and is linear on px i´1 , x i q and px i , x i`1 q). Remark 6.2. For x z " x i , letS z Ă ωz be the interval joining px i´1 , y z q and px i`1 , y z q. Then the definition (6.1) ofḡ z is identical to
Furthermore, for a non-obtuse triangulation, it is equivalent to şS z pg´ḡ z q φ z " 0. By contrast, one standard choice used in the a posteriori error estimation on shape-regular meshes, which we denote byḡ
, y
1 ;¨q´G h with any G h P S h , and
Then pu h´u qpx 1 , y 1 q " I`II`E quad for any px 1 , y 1 q P Ω, where E quad is bounded by (5.2), and, under conditions A1-A3,
Under the additional assumption A4, for II we have an alternative bound
where NB Ω " tz P N : x z " 0 or x z " 1u (in agreement with (2.6)).
Jump Residual. Proof of (6.4).
Proof of (6.4). Split I of (5.3) using ∇u h ¨ν " B x u h ν x` B y u h ν y as
In view of (6.3), to get the desired assertion (6.4), it suffices to show that
Here the bound for I 2 is obtained using |φ z B y u h | ď |J z | and |ν y | ď 1, and also ş γz |gpx, yq´gpx, y z q| À }B y g} 1 ;ωz À~g~ωz . The estimation of I 1 in (6.9) is more subtle. We again use |φ z B x u h | ď |J z | and it remains to show that ż
Here, crucially, |ν x | À hz |S| for any S P γ z (this follows from |ν x | " | sin =pS, i x q| and A3). To be more precise, for S Ăγ z one has |S| » h z so |ν x | ď 1, while for S Ă γ z zγ z one has |S| » H z so |ν x | ď hz Hz . Now an application of (3.3) combined with (3.2) yields ş
Hz }g} 1 ;Sz where we used (6.2), in whichS z Ă ωz and |S z | » H z . Now an application of (3.4) yields ş γz |ḡ z ν x | À~g~ωz . Note also that if x z " x 0 or x z " x n , thenḡ z " 0, so (6.10) remains valid. Thus the bound for I 1 in (6.9) is established. It remains to estimate I 3 " ř zPN I
First, let z P N zBΩ, i.e. x z " x i for some i " 1, . . . n´1, and y z ‰ 0, 1. In view of the mesh structure, φ z " ϕ i pxq on γ z , while ν y |dν| "´sgnpx´x i q dx, and rgpx, y z q´ḡ z s is a function of x only. Hence, one gets
(6.12)
Here γz " tS P γ z : proj x S " px i , x i`1 qu and γź " tS P γ z : proj x S " px i´1 , x i qu, where proj x p¨q denotes the projection onto the x-axis. In fact, γ z "γ z Y γz Y γź , whereγ z " γ z X tx " x i u contains two short edges, for which ν y " 0, so şγ z does not appear in (6.12). Combining (6.12) with the definition (6.1) ofḡ z implies that
(6.13)
Next, if z P N X BΩ and either y z " 0 or y z " 1, thenḡ z " 0 and gpx, y z q " 0 (as g " 0 on BΩ), so, by (6.11), again I 3 z " 0. Finally, consider I 3 z when z P N X BΩ, but y z ‰ 0, 1 and x z " x n (as the case x z " x 0 is similar). Nowḡ z " 0, but both (6.12) and (6.13) remain valid with γz " H. Also,
Indeed, I will include an additional component I˚:"
and then (using the first relation from (6.14)) a bound similar to the one for |I 1 |`|I 2 | in (6.9). Note that (6.14) is satisfied ifḡz , for z P N zBΩ with x z " x i , is defined by ż ωz rgpx, yq´ḡz s ϕ i pxq " 0, (6.15) where recall that ωz " px i´1 , x i`1 qˆpyź , yz q and |ωz | » h z H z . Now the second relation in (6.14) follows immediately, while ş ωz rgpx, y z q´gpx, yqs ϕ i pxq » h z H z pḡ z´ḡz q implies H z |ḡ z´ḡz | À }B y g} 1 ;ωz and so the first relation in (6.14).
6.3. Interior residual. Proof of (6.5)-(6.7). Now we focus on the interiorresidual component II of the error (5.3).
Proof of (6.5). In view of (6.3), it suffices to show that
When estimating I 1 in Section 6.2, we used h z |ḡ z | À hz Hz }g} 1 ;Sz À~g~ωz (while for z P BΩ, one simply hasḡ z " 0). Hence, }g´ḡ z } 1 ;ωz À }g} 1 ;ωz`hz H z |ḡ z | À H z~g~ωz . Combining this with the definition of II in (5.3) yields (6.16) and hence (6.5).
Proof of (6.6 ). This bound is obtained similarly to (6.5) , only the definition of Θ 1 is combined with |II| À ř zPN }g} 1 ;ωz
. For the latter, by Remark 6.4, replace tḡ z u in (5.3) by tḡz u of (6.15), which, by (6.14), yields }g´ḡz } 1 ;ωz À }g} 1 ;ωz .
Proof of (6.7). Using Remark 6.4, we again replace tḡ z u in (5.3) by tḡz u of (6.15). Let N " Y n i"0 N i , where N i :" tz : x z " x i u. Note that N 0 Y N n " NB Ω . Now split II of (5.3) as II " ř n´1 i"1 II i`I I osc`I IB Ω as follows:
Here, for II osc and IIB Ω , we immediately get a version of (6.6):
So it remains to estimate II i for 1 ď i ď n´1, which can be rewritten as
pg´ḡz q φ z dx dy.
Note that
Hereĝ i is deliberately defined similarly toḡ z in (6.1). Now
Next,
Here we used }ĝ i pyq´ḡz } 1 ;ωz À }g} 1 ;ωz (which follows from the definition ofĝ i and (6.15)), and also |ω z | » h z H z combined with h z H z }ĝ i pyq´ḡz } 8,ωz À h z~g~ωz . For the latter, fix y 1 P pyź , yz q, and note that the definition ofĝ i and (6.15) yield ş ωz rgpx, y 1 q´gpx, yqs ϕ i pxq » h z H z rĝ i py 1 q´ḡz s, where ωz " px i´1 , x i`1 qˆpyź , yz q and |ωz | » h z H z , so indeed H z |ĝ i py 1 q´ḡz | À }B y g} 1 ;ωz À~g~ωz . Finally, combining (6.19) with that minta, h z bu À pλ´2 z a`λ´1 z bq mintλ 2 z , λ z h z u (for any a, b ą 0) and mintλ 2 z , λ z h z u " λ z mintε, h z u, and then with (6.17), (6.18) and }f I h´f I h px z , yq} 8 ;ωz ď oscpf I h ; ωz q, and also A4 yields the desired bound (6.7). 6.4. Numerical results. Before we proceed to the analysis of more general meshes, we test the estimators of Theorem 6.3 using a simple version of (1.1) with Ω " p0, 1q
2 and f " u´F px, yq, where F is such that the unique exact solution u " 4y p1´yq r1´x 2´p e´x {ε´e´1{ε q{p1´e´x {ε qs (the latter exhibits a sharp boundary layer at x " 0). We consider one a-priori-chosen layer-adapted mesh, as on Figure 6 .1 (right), which is obtained by drawing diagonals from the tensor product of the Bakhvalov grid tχp ; otherwise, χptq " 3ε ln 1 1´2t for t P p0, 1 2´3 εq and is linear elsewhere subject to χp1q " 1. Table 6 .1 gives the maximum nodal errors, the computational convergence rates, and the two estimators E :" maxtE p6.4q , E p6.7q u and E p6.6q with their effectivity indices (computed as the ratio of the estimator to the error). Here E p6.¨q denotes the right-hand side of (6.¨), in which we set Θ " Θ 1 " 1 (while, by Lemma 8.1 below, Θ`Θ 1 À h ), and also replace quantities of type mint1, ε´1au by their smoother analogues a ε`a , e.g.,
( . Note that we define E as a maximum, rather than a more standard sum E p6.4q`Ep6.7q » E, as this allows a more balanced comparison to E p6.6q . Note also that the estimator E is of type (1.4), while E p6.6q is a sharper version of the interior-residual term from (1.3).
The mesh is chosen so that the linear interpolation error }u´u I } 8 ;8 À N´2; however, as ε Ñ 0, the convergence rates deteriorate from 2 to 1 (this phenomenon is noted and explained in [10] ). For the considered ranges of ε and N , the aspect ratios of the mesh elements take values between 1 and 3.6e+8. Considering these variations, the estimator E performs reasonably well and its effictivity indices stabilize as ε Ñ 0. By contrast, the ingredient E p6.6q of the estimator (1.3) is adequate for ε » 1, but its effectivity deteriorates in the singularly perturbed regime.
7. General-mesh a posteriori error analysis. 7.1. First Estimator. We start with a version of the estimator (6.4), (6.5), (5.2) for a general mesh, To simplify the presentation, we make the following assumption.
A1. If z P N is a corner of Ω, then z P N iso (i.e. all corners are isotropic nodes and none of them is in NB Ω ). This is a reasonable assumption as typical corner singularities are isotropic. Occasionally we make a further assumption.
A2. Quasi-non-obtuse anisotropic elements. Let the maximum triangle angle at any anisotropic node z be bounded by
Hz for some positive constant α 1 . Note that for A2, it suffices to satisfy the following stronger condition. A2
1
. Let the maximum angle in any triangle be bounded by
. Note also that the latter condition is always satisfied by isotropic elements, and requires only the anisotropic part of the mesh to be close to a non-obtuse triangulation. Figure 7 .1 shows an example of a mesh that satisfies all assumptions made in this section (see Theorems 7.1 and 7.7), but not A2
1 .
, y 1 ;¨q´G h with any G h P S h , and
Then pu h´u qpx 1 , y 1 q " I`II`E quad for any px 1 , y 1 q P Ω, where E quad is bounded by (5.2), and, under conditions A1 and A2,
Under condition A1 (without assuming A2), one has
where r N ani " rN ani zBΩs Y NB Ω Ă N ani , and we use the notation σ zˇS " cos =pS,Ŝ z q, S z "γ z for z P N ani zBΩ, andS z " S z X BΩ for z P NB Ω , Remark 7.2. Note that J z in (7.3) involves jumps J z in the normal derivative, across edges inS z , evaluated in the anticlockwise direction about z. HereS z includes exactly 2 edges of length » h z . ForS z Ă BΩ, one uses u h " 0 in R 2 zΩ, while |σ z | " | cos =pBΩ,Ŝ z q| is constant onS z , so a calculation yields |J z | " |σ z |ˇˇř SPSz ∇u h ˇˇ.
Jump
Residual. Proof of (7.2) and (7.3) on a General Mesh. Proof of (7.2). It suffices to show that |J z | À hz Hz
; then (7.2) immediately follows from (7.3), which is proved below. Indeed, for any z P r N ani , any edge S PS z is of length » h z , so A2 combined with (2.2) and (2.3) implies that ||=pS,Ŝ z q|´π 2 | À hz Hz so |σ z | " | cos =pS,Ŝ z q| À hz Hz . Now, ifS z "γ z Ă γ z , the desired bound on |J z | is straightforward. Otherwise (see Remark 7.2),S z Ă BΩ, so |J z | À hz HzˇřSPγz ∇u h ˇ( in view of S z "S z Y γ z and ř SPSz ∇u h " 0). The desired bound on |J z | follows. Proof of (7.3). For each fixed z P N , introduce the following local notation. Let the local cartesian coordinates pξ, ηq be such that z " p0, 0q, and the unit vector i ξ in the ξ direction lies along the longest edgeŜ z P S z (see Figure 7 .2 (left)).
Next, split S z "S z Y Sz Y Sź , whereS z " tS Ă S z : |S| À h z u (soγ z "S z zBΩ). Here we also use Sz :" tS Ă S z zS z : S ξ Ă R`u, where S ξ " proj ξ pSq denotes the projection of S onto the ξ-axis. Now, let pξź , ξz q Q 0 be the maximal interval such that pξź , 0q Ă S ξ for all S P Sź and p0, ξz q Ă S ξ for all S P Sz . Also, let ϕ z pξq be the standard piecewise-linear hat-function with support on pξź , ξz q and equal to 1 at ξ " 0. Note that if Sź " H (and Sz " H), then we set ξź " 0 (and ξz " 0) and do not use ϕ z for ξ ă 0 (and ξ ą 0).
We make a few observations on the above definitions for particular node types in the following table (for the time being, see the rows for Sz and ξz ).
Next, for ξ P rξź , ξz s define a continuous functionη z pξq with the following properties: (i)η z p0q " 0; (ii) pξ,η z pξqq P ω z for all ξ P pξź , ξz q; (iii)η z pξq is linear on rξź , 0s and r0, ξz s. (Note that one may chooseη z pξq so that tpξ,η z pξqq : ξ P pξź , 0qu lies on any edge in Sź , while tpξ,η z pξqq : ξ P p0, ξz qu lies on any edge in Sz ; see We are now prepared to specifyḡ z (see also the row forḡ z in the above table). We letḡ z :" 0 if z P N iso is an isotropic node or z P BΩ, and, otherwise, let
Also, letSź :" tpξ,η z pξqq : ξ P pξź , 0qu andSz :" tpξ,η z pξqq : ξ P p0, ξz qu, i.e.Sz is the interval joining p0, 0q and pξz ,η z pξz qq. So using (7.6) and then (3.4), (3.1) yields
To ensure that for z P rN ani zNB Ω s X BΩ and z P N s.ani X BΩ, both (7.6) and (7.7) agree with the definitionḡ z " 0, we chooseη z for these nodes such that tpξ,η z pξqq : ξ P pξź , ξz qu lies on the boundary (i.e.Sz Ă S z XBΩ).
Now we proceed to the estimation of I of (5.3) and split it as I " ř zPN I z , and then I z , similarly to (6.8), as
where, with slight abuse of notation, g " gpξ, ηq.
To get the desired assertion (7.3), first, we show that
Here the bound for I 2 z is obtained using | B η u h | ď |J z | and |ν η | ď 1, and also ş γzzγz |gpξ, ηq´gpξ,η z pξqq|ϕ z À }B η g} 1 ;ωz À~g~ω z combined with (3.1). The estimation of I 1 z in (7.9) is more subtle. We use |φ z ∇u h |`|φ z B ξ u h | ď |J z | and |ν| ď 1, so it remains to show that
Here, crucially, |ν ξ | À hz |S| for any S P γ z zγ z (this follows from |ν ξ | " | sin =pS, i ξ q| and (2.2)). To be more precise, for S Ă γ z zγ z and z P N ani Y N s.ani one has |S| » H z so |ν ξ | ď hz Hz (while for z P N iso we do not need to bound |ν ξ | as γ z zγ z " H). Now an application of (3.3) yields the bounds for |g| and |g ν ξ | announced in (7.10). Next, unlessḡ z " 0, one has şγ z |ḡ z |`ş γzzγz |ḡ z ν ξ | À h z |ḡ z |. Combining this with (7.7) immediately yields the remaining bounds for |ḡ z | and |ḡ z ν ξ | in (7.10). Finally note that the latter bounds are trivial ifḡ z " 0. Thus we have established (7.10) and so the bound for I
The bound for I 4 z in (7.9) is obtained by combining the argument for I 1 z with |ν η | ď 1 and a crucial observation that 0 ď φ z´ϕz À hz Hz on any S P γ z zγ z Ă Sz YSź . We now show the latter for S P Sz (as the case of S P Sź is similar). Consider any triangle T Ă ω z with two edges S 1 , S 2 Ă Sz , i.e. |S 1 | » |S 2 | » H z . Then, by (2.3) or (2.4), h T » h z , so, by the maximum angle condition, ||S 1 |´|S 2 || À h z and so ||S ξ 1 |´|S ξ 2 || À h z . As a similar property holds for any two edges in Sz , so |S ξ zp0, ξz q| À h z @S P Sz . This implies 0 ď φ z´ϕz À hz Hz on any S P Sz . Thus the final bound for I 4 z in (7.9) is established. It remains to estimate I 3 z in (7.8), in which rgpξ,η z pξqq´ḡ z s ϕ z is a function of ξ, while ν η |dν| "´sgnpξq dξ. Hence, one gets
Consider various node types separately (see also the table above). First, for z P N iso one has ξ˘" 0 and Sz " H so I 3 z " 0. Next, recall that for z P N s.ani , one has ξź " 0 and Sź " H so combining (7.11) with (7.6) immediately yields I 3 z " 0. Now, for z P rN ani zNB Ω s X BΩ, recall thatḡ z " 0, whileη z was chosen so that each pξ,η z pξqq P BΩ so gpξ,η z pξqq " 0; hence again I 3 z " 0. For the remaining nodes z P r N ani " rN ani zBΩs Y NB Ω , we claim that
Indeed, consider z P N ani zBΩ. Then Sz zBΩ " Sz andS z "γ z , so combining (7.11) with the definition (7.6) ofḡ z and also ř SPSź YSz B η u h "´ř SPSz B η u h yields
As, by (7.6), (7.7),
In view of B η u h "´J z cos =pS, i ξ q, where cos =pS, i ξ q " cos =pS,Ŝ z q " σ zˇS , one gets (7.12) for z P N ani zBΩ. For z P NB Ω Ă N ani , the bound (7.12) is obtained using a similar argument, only now (7.11) with Sź " H, ξź " 0, and Sz zBΩ " Sz implies (7.13) (in whichḡ z " 0); the latter again leads to (7.12), where nowS z " S z X BΩ. Thus (7.12) is established for all z P r N ani . Combining (7.8), (7.9), (7.12) with I 3 z " 0 for z P N z r N ani yields the desired bound (7.3).
Remark 7.
3. An inspection of the proof of (7.3) shows that Theorem 7.1 remains valid if the local cartesian coordinates pξ, ηq satisfy |=pŜ z , i ξ q| À hz Hz (rather than =pŜ z , i ξ q " 0), as then cos =pS, i ξ q " σ zˇS`O p hz Hz q again yields (7.3). Also, the requirement that z " p0, 0q in the coordinates pξ, ηq can be dropped. Remark 7.4. An inspection of the above proof shows that it remains valid if tḡ z u zPN defined by (7.6) are replaced by tḡz u zPN such thatḡz "ḡ z " 0 for z P N iso Y BΩ, and a version of (6.14) holds true with ωz :" ω z . Indeed, each I z will include an additional component Iz :" ε 2 ş γz pḡ z´ḡz qφ z ∇u h ¨ν, for which, imitating an argument from Remark 6.4, one gets |Iz | ď ε
. Combining the latter with (3.1) we conclude that |Iz | is bounded by the right-hand side of (7.9).
Furthermore, a more careful inspection shows that the above proof remains valid even if (6.14) uses ωz :" ω z Y ω z`o r ωz :" ω z Y ω z`Y ω z´a s long as z˘is connected to z by an edge from Sz and H z˘» H z (so λ z˘» λ z ).
Remark 7.5. Suppose that z P N s.ani zBΩ and Sz contains at least 2 edges, or z P N ani zBΩ and each of Sz contains at least 2 edges. Then there is a sufficiently small constant θ ą 0 such that for each such z, one can chooseη z pξq in (7.6) so that the domainω z :" tpξ,η z pξq`tq : ξ P pξź , ξz q, |t| ă θh z u is a subset of ω z . Now, (6.14) will be satisfied with ωz :" ω z ifḡz is defined by żω z rgpξ, ηq´ḡz s ϕ z pξq " 0.
(7.14)
The second relation in (6.14) follows as
e. one gets the first relation in (6.14).
More generally, if z P N zrN iso YBΩs " rN ani YN s.ani szBΩ and each of Sz contains exactly one edge, then the above is true withω z Ă ωz :" ω z Y ω z`Y ω z´. Otherwise, if Sz contains exactly one edge, the above is true withω z Ă ωz :" ω z Y ω z`. In both cases we use the notation and the final conclusion of Remark 7.4 combined with the observation that (2.3)-(2.5) imply H z˘» H z . Remark 7.6 (Higher-order elements). A version of the jump residual bound (7.3) for higher-order elements requires the notation Jz pξq :" ř SPSz zBΩ B η u h . In contrast to the linear elements, Jz pξq are not constant so remain inside the corresponding integrals in (7.11). So one gets (7.3) with |J z | replaced by |Jź p0q`Jz p0q|`oscpJz ; ω z q, and r N ani by r N ani Y N s.ani . (For z P N s.ani , one can use a simpler oscpJz ; ω z q in place of |J z |.) Note also that with the interior residual f I h corrected to a more generaĺ ε 2 u h`f I h , all results of §7 for the interior residual apply to higher-order elements. 7.3. Interior Residual. Proof of (7.4) and (7.5).
Proof of (7.4). The proof of this bound closely follows the proof of (6.5) in §6.3. The main difference is that, unlessḡ z " 0, one uses h z |ḡ z | À~g~ω z from (7.7), so now }g´ḡ z } 1 ;ωz À H z~g~ωz . Combining this with (3.1) leads to (7.4).
Proof of (7.5). This bound is also obtained similarly to (6.5) , only the definition of Θ 1 is combined with |II| À ř zPN }g} 1 ;ωz
, where ωz " ω z , or ωz " ω z Y ω zò r ωz " ω z Y ω z`Y ω z´w ith H z˘» H z and λ z˘» λ z . For the latter, using Remarks 7.4 and 7.5, replace tḡ z u in (5.3) by tḡz u of (7.14), which, by (6.14), yields }g´ḡz } 1 ;ωz À }g} 1 ;ωz .
Further Mesh Assumptions. Second Estimator.
To get a version of the estimator (6.4), (6.7), (5.2) for a more general mesh, we make further assumptions on our triangulation. It is essential in this part of the analysis that we look at sequences of short edges that connect anisotropic nodes. This concept is implemented with the help of the following definition.
Definition. A (Semi-)Anisotropic Path, or simply a Path, is an ordered sequence tz j u k j"1 of nodes in N ani zNB Ω (or N s.ani ), for some k ą 1 (which may differ for different paths and for which no upper-bound assumption is made), such that each z j , j " 1, . . . , k´1, is connected to z j`1 by an edge of length » h zj » h zj`1 , and each of the start and end nodes z l , l " 1, k, either lies on BΩ, or is connected by an edge of length » h z l to an isotropic node of patch diameter » H z l . (E.g., if z 1 R BΩ, then is it connected to some node z 0 P N iso by an edge of length » h z1 and H z0 » H z1 .)
Let N i Ă N ani zNB Ω be an anisotropic path for i " 1, . . . , n ani , and N i Ă N s.ani , be a semi-anisotropic path for i " n ani`1 , . . . , n ani`ns.ani (with no upper bound assumption made on n ani or n s.ani ). Furthermore, let N paths :" Y nani`ns.ani i"1 N i . Note that N zN paths may include (semi-)anisotropic nodes that do not belong to any path.
A3. Path Coordinate-System condition. For each (semi-)anisotropic path N i , i " 1, . . . , n ani`ns.ani , let there exist a cartesian coordinate system pξ, ηq " pξ i , η i q such that | sinp=pS, i ξ qq| À hz |S| for any S Ă S z of any node z P N i (while, if N i is semi-anisotropic a stronger condition |=pS, i ξ q| À hz |S| is satisfied). Note that assumption A3 implies that for any z P N i , i " 1, . . . , n ani`ns.ani , with the notation Ω i :" Y zPNi ω z , one has
where pηź , ηz q is the range of η in ω z .
A4. We also assume that ωz Ă ω Under the additional condition A2, the error component I is also bounded by (7.2). Sections 7.5 and 7.6 below are devoted to the proof of this theorem. Remark 7.8 (Curvilinear Layers). Condition A3 applies to a particular path (for example, the two paths on Figure 7 .2 (right) may have different coordinate systems pξ i , η i q). Hence, A3 does not prohibit anisotropic mesh elements to be aligned along a curvilinear layer. However, the local coordinate condition (2.2) restricts such alignments to the case H 2 z À h z (where is the layer curvature). On the other hand, this restriction agrees with the linear interpolation error. To illustrate the latter, u " e´p 1´|x|q{ε in Ω " t|x| ă 1u exhibits a circular boundary layer. If the boundary nodes form an equidistant mesh of diameter
z , 1u on BΩ h , while on the short edges of length » h z originating on BΩ, one has |u´u I | À mintε´1h z , 1u.
7.5. Choice ofḡ z for the second estimator. Jump residual. To get the sharper estimator (7.16) for the interior residual, we need to tweak the definition (7.6) ofḡ z for each path N i " tz j u k j"1 (where k " kpiq) as follows. For each z j P N i , let the local cartesian coordinates pξ, ηq described in Section 7.2 and used in (7.6) coincide with pξ i , η i q. (Recall that originally pξ, ηq were chosen independently for each z, now pξ, ηq " pξ i , η i q remain unchanged for all nodes of each path).
In view of Remark 7.3 and A3, all conclusions of Theorem 7.1, with the exception of (7.5), remain valid under the above choice of local coordinates pξ, ηq.
Remark 7.9. For all bounds in Theorem 7.1, including (7.5), to hold true, it suffices to replace tḡ z u in (5.3) by tḡz u that satisfies (6.14), where ωz is from (7.15) and satisfies A4 for z P N paths , and ωz is from Remark 7.4 for z P N zN paths . Hence, for z P N zN paths let tḡz u be as in the proof of (7.5), i.e. as in Remark 7.5 (in particular,ḡz "ḡ z " 0 for z P N iso YBΩ, while, otherwise, use (7.14)). For z P N paths , suchḡz will be specified in §7.6 below.
7.6. Interior Residual. Proof of (7.16). Proof. First, replace tḡ z u in (5.3) by tḡz u from Remark 7.9 (suchḡz for z P N paths will be specified below). Now, recall that N "`Y nani`ns.ani i"1 N i˘Y`N zN paths˘. So split II of (5.3) as II " ř i II i`I I osc`I I zpaths as follows:
Here all integrals are in the original variables px, yq, and we use some pX z , Y z q " pX z px, yq, Y z px, yqq P ωz assigned to each px, yq P ω z for z P N paths . Hence, for II osc and II zpaths , we immediately get versions of (7.5) (using Remark 7.9):
To complete the proof, it now suffices to show that for i " 1, . . . , n ani 7.19) and that for i " n ani`1 , . . . , n ani`ns.ani , one has a version of (7.17) with~g~ωz replaced by~g~ωz`ř T Ăωz~g~T . Indeed, then the desired assertion (7.16) follows from (7.17) and (7.18) combined with the observation that ř i |II i | is bounded by the right-hand side in (7.16). The latter can be shown by combining (7.19 ) for all i with mintλ 2 z , λ z h z u " λ z mintε, h z u, and then (3.1) and (7.1), and also noting that, by A4, one can replace ωz in (7.19) by ω z .
We now proceed to establishing (7.19). First, consider II i for some i " 1, . . . , n ani , which corresponds to an anisotropic path N i " tz j u k j"1 (with k " kpiq). Recall that Ω i :" Y zPNi ω z , and let Ωi :
Within Ωi , we shall use the local cartesian coordinates pξ, ηq " pξ i , η i q, as described in Section 7.5. Note that, by A3 and the maximum angle condition, the polygonal curve joining consecutive nodes of the path N i can be described in these coordinates by some function ξ " κ i pηq, while the two disjoint polygonal curves forming BΩ i zrBω z1 Y Bω z k s can be described by some functions ξ " κȋ pηq. Furthermore, Ωi is a curvilinear rectangle bounded by the curves ξ " κ˘pηq and the lines η " ηz 1 and η " ηź k (assuming, without loss of generality, that η increases as we move along the path N i from the start node z 1 to the end node z k ). Note also that
where we also used (7.15) and A4. 
Next, we rewrite IIi in the coordinates pξ, ηq. Now, pX z px, yq, Y z px, yqq becomes some pΨ z pξ, ηq, Υ z pξ, ηqq, and then in each ω z X Ωi we choose pΨ z , Υ z q " pκ i pηq, ηq P ωz . So, with slight abuse of notation, we arrive at
where g " gpξ, ηq and φ z " φ z pξ, ηq. Without loss of generality, let z k P BΩ, and z 1 be connected to some z 0 P N iso by and edge of length » h z1 with H z0 » H z1 . Set N will not affect any of the above arguments. Now, we are prepared to defineḡz for z P N i . Setḡz " 0 for z P N pkq i (which we show to satisfy (6.14) when dealing with II pkq i below). Otherwise, for z P N i zN pkq i , use the definition (7.14) ofḡz , in whichω z :" pξź , ξz qˆpηź , ηz q for z P N i zrN
, whileω z1 is chosen as in Remark 7.5. (To simplify the presentation, assume thatω z1 Ă ω z1 ; the general case is addressed in Remark 7.10 below.) For z P N i zN pkq i , the second relation in (6.14) follows fromω z Ă ωz , while for the first relation we imitate the related argument from Remark 7.5. (Note, that, strictly speaking,ω z Ă ωz is valid only if the support of ϕ z pξq satisfies pξź , ξz q Ă pκí pηq, κì pηqq for the range of η in ω z . In view of (7.20), to satisfy this condition (if this is not the case), the support interval width reduction of À h z will suffice, while all other arguments will remain unchanged.)
Now consider II which we establish below. Now (7.28) gives the desired bound of type (7.19) for IIi . To obtain the assertion (7.29) (which we already employed), we need to show that |ĝ i pηq´ḡ z | À H´1 z~g~ωz for η P pηź , ηz q X pηz H T h T " 2. At each iteration, we marked for refinement the mesh elements responsible for at least 5% of the overall estimator E, but no more than 15% of the elements. The marked elements were refined only in the x direction using a single or triple green refinement (depending on the orientation of the mesh element). Edge swapping was also employed to improve geometric properties of the mesh and/or possibly reduce max T PT toscpf I h ; T qu. The iterations continued until oscpf I h ; T q ď 4H T for all T . In Figure 7 .3 we plot the observed errors }u´u h } 8 ;Ω versus degrees of freedom (DOF) for fixed ε " 10´4 (left) and ε varied (right). We observe that the mesh refinement yields a very dramatic error reduction (compared with the isotropic mesh refinement [6] ). While the maximum mesh aspect ratios vary between 2 and 3.35e+7, the effectivity indices do not exceed 85 in all our experiments. Considering these variations (and the observation made by [10] ), the estimator appears to perform reasonably well.
A more comprehensive numerical study of the proposed estimators (combined with a more sophisticated anisotropic mesh refinement algorithm) certainly needs to be conducted, and will be presented elsewhere.
8. Green's function interpolant. Bounds for Θ`Θ 1 . We have proved a number of a posteriori error estimates, but they still involve the quantities Θ and Θ
1
. The purpose of this section is to bound these quantities and thus complete our a posteriori error analysis. Although throughout the paper, we used slightly different definitions (6.3) and (7.1) for Θ and Θ 1 , but whether these quantities appear in Theorem 6.3 under condition A4, or in Theorems 7.1 and 7.7, they satisfy
T }∇g} 1 ;T`λ´2 T }g} 1 ;T¯, λ T :" mintε, H T u, (8.1) (this is shown using (3.1)). Recall also that g " Gpx
, y 1 ;¨q´G h with any G h P S h . To deal with g " G´G h inΘ, it is convenient to employ a quasi-interpolant (of Clément/Scott-Zhang type) with the property |G´G h | k,p ;T À H j´k T |G| j,p ;ω T for any 0 ď k ď j ď 2, 1 ď p ď 8; see [6] for the case of shape-regular triangulations. However, such interpolants are not readily available for general anisotropic meshes (we refer the reader to [1, Chapt. 3] for a discussion of Scott-Zhang-type interpolation on anisotropic tensor-product meshes). Because of this difficulty, we employ a less standard interpolant G h , which gives a version of the Lagrange interpolant whenever H T À ε, and vanishes whenever H T Á ε; however, this construction requires additional mild assumptions on the triangulation; see Remark 8.2 below.
For any point px
, y 1 q P Ω, let ω px 1 ,y 1 q :" ω z 1 or ω px 1 ,y 1 q :" ω S 1 or ω px 1 ,y 1 q :" ω T 1 if, respectively, px 1 , y 1 q " z 1 for some z 1 P N , or px 1 , y 1 q P S 1 for some S 1 P S, or px 1 , y 1 q P T 1 for some T 1 P T . Here the standard notation ω z , ω S and ω T is used for the patch of elements touching any z P N , S P S and T P T , respectively. Also, let Clearly, for any px 1 , y 1 q P Ω, one has px 1 ,y 1 q ě h so h,px 1 ,y 1 q ď h " lnp2`ε´1hq. The next lemma also uses the notation dist Ω p¨,¨q for the distance understood as the infimum path length measured in the interior of Ω (so dist Ω " dist if Ω is convex).
Lemma 8.1. Let T 1 :" tT : H T ě c 1 εu and T 2 :" tT : H T ď c 2 εu for arbitrary fixed constants 0 ă c 1 ă c 2 . There exists G h P S h such thatΘ from (8.1) satisfies Θ À h,px 1 ,y 1 q if T " T 1 , or T " T 2 , or, otherwise, dist Ω pT 1 zT 2 , T 2 zT 1 q Á ε.
Remark 8.2. The condition dist Ω pT 1 zT 2 , T 2 zT 1 q Á ε in Lemma 8.1 essentially requires that H T does not switch too abruptly between H T ď c 1 ε and H T ě c 2 ε, and, roughly speaking, the transition regions tc 1 ε ď H T ď c 2 εu have an internal width Á ε.
